
Grade Four’s Spelling List 

1. bibliography 

2. stripped 

3. wreckage 

4. audible 

5. solution 

6. burrowed 

7. understand 

8. skipped 

9. snapping 

10. sedimentary 

11. experience 

12. towel 

13. beggar 

14. neighbour 

15. wasting 

16. antagonist 

17. cheer 

18. weird 

19. metamorphic 

20. humus 

21. vertebrae 

22. couch 

23. cardiovascular 

24. rigid 

25. handkerchief 

26. breathing 

27. decimal 

28. scrubbed 

29. bury 

30. fright 

31. where 

32. marriage 

33. ridge 

34. adjective 

35. distinctive 

36. picturesque 

37. loose 

38. unique 

39. tropical 

40. chimney 

41. igneous 

42. moment 

43. license 

44. imaginary 

45. longitude 

46. fiery 

47. qualities 

48. footed 

49. brought 

50. enough 

51. favourite 

52. shoes 

53. protagonist 

54. displease 

55. tomorrow 

56. Caribbean 

57. interview 

58. calm 

59. guarantee 

60. lamb 

61. honest 

62. thumb 

63. debt 

64. listen 

65. wrist 

66. knob 

67. wrestle 

68. guest 

69. vaccine 

70. rhyme 

71. balloon 

72. characters 

73. quadrilateral 

74. polygon 

75. displease 

 

 



Grade Three’s Spelling List 

 

1. border 

2. gathering 

3. needles 

4. scraps 

5. threaded 

6. conga 

7. percussion 

8. performing 

9. theatre 

10. collection 

11. royalty 

12. embroidered 

13. ancestors 

14. imitating 

15. respect 

16. descent 

17. harness 

18. rappel 

19. comrades 

20. triumphant 

21. endured 

22. farewell 

23. victorious 

24. directions 

25. rumpled 

26. situations 

27. unusual 

28. visible 

29. hurricane 

30. pattern 

31. rhythm 

32. stanzas 

33. rotation 

34. eclipse 

35. constellation 

36. colossal 

37. creature 

38. tremendous 

39. reusable 

40. pedestal 

41. appetite 

42. harvest 

43. awesome 

44. disappeared 

45. incredible 

46. discover 

47. impossible 

48. igneous 

49. metamorphic 

50. earthquake 

51. plateau 

52. renewable 

53. temperature 

54. condensation 

55. evaporation 

56. precipitation 

57. atmosphere 

58. anemometer 

59. horizon 

60. wander 

61. sewn 

62. through 

63. enough 

64. monstrous 

65. dialogue 

66. chores 

67. convinced 

68. foreigner 

69. perilous 

70. terrain 

71. weary 

72. instinctively 

73. companion 

74. appreciate 

75. revolution 

 



 

Grade Two’s Spelling List 

1. about 

2. alveoli 

3. apartment 

4. around 

5. Australia 

6. because 

7. before 

8. caught 

9. celebration 

10. chase 

11. chief 

12. commonwealth 

13. difference 

14. digestion 

15. dispatch 

16. emergency 

17. enough 

18. Europe 

19. every 

20. exhale 

21. found 

22. friend 

23. frown 

24. gear 

25. heard 

26. intestine 

27. knew 

28. mail 

29. minute 

30. myself 

31. nickel 

32. once 

33. people 

34. quarter 

35. rectum 

36. resource 

37. respiration 

38. scratch 

39. sheep 

40. skeleton 

41. soldier 

42. sphere 

43. stomach 

44. symmetry 

45. their 

46. there 

47. these 

48. thought 

49. through 

50. which 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Grade One’s Spelling List 

1. star 

2. moon 

3. rotate 

4. night 

5. earth 

6. hole 

7. plant 

8. hunt 

9. gift 

10. rabbit 

11. mule 

12. carrot 

13. fruit 

14. vegetable 

15. orange 

16. apple 

17. banana 

18. steep 

19. lead 

20. feed 

21. seed 

22. tangle 

23. dance 

24. mercy 

25. lay 

26. march 

27. meal 

28. table 

29. lean 

30. feast 

31. real 

32. treat 

33. door 

34. main 

35. strain 

36. waist 

37. sail 

38. splash 

39. stamp 

40. hungry 

41. forest 

42. graph 

43. penny 

44. money 

45. cent 

46. nickel 

47. dime 

48. dollar 

49. coin 

50. Where 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Kindergarten’s Spelling List 

 

1. four 

2. ten 

3. five 

4. circle 

5. here 

6. sun 

7. flag 

8. and 

9. will 

10. like 

11. see 

12. blue 

13. home 

14. green 

15. purple 

16. white 

17. food 

18. glow 

19. work 

20. milk 

21. cold 

22. fish 

23. windy 

24. hot 

25. left 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grade Five’s Word List 

 

Each word is given with its meaning. 

Please Study them. 

 
 

1. 

 

associative 

giving the same result 

irrespective of the order 

taken 

2. basalt a hard, black , often 

glassy, volcanic rock 

3. calcite a colourless or white 

crystalline mineral that is 

a form of calcium 

carbonate 

4. capitalize write or print something 

with capital letters 

5. characteristic a feature or quality that 

makes somebody or 

something recognizable 

6. chord a straight line connecting 

two points on an arc or 

circle 

7. classification the allocation of items to 

groups according to 

type 

8. commutative giving the same result 

irrespective of the order 

in which two or more 

term or quantities are 

placed 

9. continental relating to, typical of, or 

belonging to the 

continents of the Earth 

10. conventions following the rules for 

writing 

11. crystalline relating to, made of, 

containing, or resembling 

crystals 

12. customize  change the way some- 

thing looks or works so 

that it is exactly what you 

want or need 

13. deposition something that has been 

deposited somewhere 

14. diameter a straight line running 

from one side of a circle 

or other rounded 

geometric figure through 

the center to the other 

side,  or the length of this 

line 

15. disease a disorder in humans, 

animals, or plants with 

recognizable signs and 

often having a known 

cause 

16. electorate all the officially qualified 

voters within a particular 

country or area, or for a 

particular election 

17. equilateral a geometric figure in 

which all the sides are of 

equal length 

18. equipment the tools, clothing, or 

other items needed for a 

particular activity or 

purpose 

19. erosion the gradual wearing 

away of rock or soil 

20. existing currently present, in 

operation, or available 

21. fertilizer an organic or synthetic 

substance usually added 

to or spread onto soil to 

increase its ability to 

support plant growth 

22. fluctuate to change often from 

high to low levels 

23. fluency smoothness 

24. gabbro a dark coarse-grained 

basic igneous rock 

25. glacier slowly moving mass or 

river of ice formed by the 

accumulation and 

compaction of snow on 

mountains 

26. gneiss a coarse-grained high 

grade metamorphic rock 

formed at high pressures 

and temperatures, in 

which light and dark 

mineral constituents are 

segregated into visible 

bands 

27. grammatical relating to the rules of 

grammar 

28. hardness the state or quality of 

being firm, solid and 

compact 

29. hematite a black, brown , or red 

mineral consisting of iron 

oxide, often in very large 

deposits 

30. humus a dark-brown organic 

component of soil that is 

derived from 

decomposed plant and 

animal remains and 

animal excrement 

31. igneous describes rock formed 

under conditions of 

intense heat 

32. immune protected from getting a 

disease because of 

natural resistance 

33. infection a communicable disease 

34. isosceles describes a triangle in 

which two of the three 

sides are of equal length 

35. italicize to print a word, letter or 

document in italics, or 

change words to an italic 

font 

36. Judaism the religion of the Jews 

37. judicial relating or belonging to a 

body of judges 

 

 



Grade Five’s Word List Continued 

 
38. launcher a device or platform for 

firing something such as 

a rocket or missile 

39. legislative involved in the writing 

and passing of laws 

40. magistrate a minor law officer or 

member of a local 

judiciary with extremely 

limited powers 

41. metallic made of metal; shiny 

and highly reflective 

42. metamorphic relating to or involving a 

change in physical form, 

appearance, or 

character 

43. Microsoft is an multinational 

computer technology 

corporation that 

develops, manufactures, 

licenses, and supports a 

wide range of software 

products for computing 

devices 

44. mineral a substance that occurs 

naturally in rocks and in 

the ground and has its 

own characteristic 

appearance and 

chemical composition 

45. minuend the number from which 

another number 

subtrahend is to be 

subtracted 

46. moraine a mass of earth and rock 

debris carried by an 

advancing glacier and 

left at its front and side 

edges as it retreats 

47. Muslim somebody whose religion 

is Islam 

      

48. narrator somebody who tells a 

story or gives an account 

49. obsidian a jet-black volcanic 

glass, chemically similar 

to granite and formed by 

the rapid cooling of 

molten lava 

50. obtuse describes an angle 

greater than 90 degrees 

and less than 180 

degrees 

51. operation a mathematical process 

in which entities are 

derived from others 

through the application 

of rules 

52. overtype a feature in word 

processing whereby 

each typed character 

replaces the character 

after the cursor rather 

than being inserted 

before it 

53. Pangea It was the supercontinent 

that existed 250 million 

years ago during the 

Paleozoic and Mesozoic 

era 

54. parallel relating to or being lines, 

planes, or curved 

surfaces that are always 

the same distance apart 

55. paraphrase to restate something 

using other words, 

especially in order to 

make it simpler or shorter 

56. pathogen something that can 

cause disease 

57. pentagon a two-dimensional 

geometric figure formed 

of five sides and five 

angles 

 

58. perpendicular at right angles to a line or 

plane 

59. persuade to succeed in convincing 

somebody to do 

something 

60. properties a characteristic equality 

or distinctive feature of 

something 

61. quotient the number that results 

from the division of one 

number by another 

62. reptiles an air-breathing cold-

blooded egg-laying 

vertebrate with an outer 

covering of scales or 

plates and a bony 

skeleton 

63. salutation phrase that is used to 

greet, welcome, or 

recognize somebody 

64. schist a rock whose mineral 

have aligned themselves 

in one direction in 

response to deformation 

stresses, with the result 

that the rock can be split 

in parallel layers 

65. sedimentary describes rocks formed 

from material deposited 

as sediment by water, 

wind, or ice and then 

consolidated by pressure 

66. stalactites a conical hanging pillar 

in a limestone cave that 

is gradually built up as a 

deposit from ground 

water seeping through 

and dripping from the 

cave’s roof 

 

 

 

 



Grade Five’s Word List Continued 

 
67. stalagmite a conical pillar in a 

limestone cave that is 

gradually built upward 

from the floor as a 

deposit from ground 

water seeping through 

and dripping from the 

cave’s roof 

68. streak the characteristically 

coloured mark that a 

mineral makes when 

scratched 

69. summarise to give a shortened 

version of something that 

has been said or written, 

stating its main points 

70. symptom an indication of a 

disease or other disorder, 

especially one 

experienced by the 

patient 

71. tourism the activity of travelling 

for pleasure 

72. traits a characteristic or quality 

the distinguishes 

somebody 

73. transition a word, phrase, or 

passage that links one 

subject or idea to 

another in speech or 

writing 

74. tuberculosis an infectious disease that 

causes small rounded 

swellings, tubercles, to be 

form on mucous 

membranes  

 

 

 
75. weathering the disintegration and 

decomposition of rocks 

and minerals by natural 

processes such as the 

action of frost or 

percolating ground 

water 

 

      

 


